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What began with JSTOR and ended with an examination of every issue of the JER 
[Journal of the Early Republic] from the past decade yielded very few results. I 
found myself in that most frustrating and energizing situation, one familiar to 

graduate students—and began reworking my search terms over and over. Yet no 
matter how I sequenced or parsed...the terms left me with a bibliography barely 

three pages long and a lot of questions about how to explain the omission. 

Clearly, something about the rubric doesn’t fit, resulting in a problem of 
periodization that both secures an imaginary space of ungendered and 

de-racinated clarity on the one hand, and that situates scholars like myself in 
academic and, apparently, chronological isolation on the other.

Jennifer L. Morgan, “Periodization Problems: Race and Gender in the History of the Early Republic.” 

Journal of the Early Republic 36, no. 2 (2016): 351–57.



Shifting Sites of Navigation

institutional silos, as 
containers of information, 
upheld by the institution

limited by documentation 
sources 

recognized as the 
standard, unified history

community intersections politics





Brown Girls Museum Blog
an archive of radical politics

Create Space for our Communities

Preserve Our Voices

Narrative as the Rubric





@youngthugaspaintings
An archive of radical function

Restructures the Archive

Renegotiate the Terms

Intersectionality within the Archive

Her music lesson by Frédéric Soulacroix (1858 - 1933)





Spotify Playlists
An act of radical archiving 

New forms of Public Engagement

Explore Collective Identity

Intimacies in the Archive



Shifting the Narratives

● Communities reclaim their stake in the institution
● Our collective histories are not always consistent 
● Change the geography of the archive 
● De-emphasis on the institution as sole site for learning
● Redefine language of cultural competency (i.e. tags, 

hashtags)
● Wayfinding and finding aids
● Time and space



How we as members of local and global communities 
remember the past is wholly bound up with how we imagine 
what is possible in the future. 

In this light, archivists are not just memory activists, but 
visionaries whose work reconceives imagined worlds 
through space and time.  

Michelle Caswell, “Inventing New Archival Imaginaries: Theoretical Foundations for Identity-Based 

Community Archives,” in Identity Palimpsests: Archiving Ethnicity in the U.S. and Canada, ed. 

Dominique Daniel and Amalia Levi (2014). . 



Resources & Suggested Radical Archives 
DocNow

ADPHD

Visitors of Color

Queering Slavery

Latina Rebels

PhilaPrint

Museum Hue

Rediscovering Black History

LIS Microaggressions 

The Very Black Project 

Art hoe collective 

AAIHS (African American 
Intellectual Historical 
Society)

Museum of Impact



THANK YOU.


